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Background: Several studies have indicated that the anoikis effector Bcl-2 inhibitor of

transcription 1 (Bit1) can promote or inhibit tumor progression depending on the nature of

the malignancy. However, its regulatory effects on gliomas are unknown.

Methods: This study aimed at assessing Bit1 expression in glioma tissues and cells, its

subsequent effects on glioma cell apoptosis, proliferation, invasion, and migration, and the

underlying molecular mechanisms.

Results: The findings showed that lower Bit1 expressions in glioma tissues as well as

a negative correlation between Bit1 expression and glioma grade. Additional findings also

revealed that Bit1 silencing significantly inhibited anoikis and enhanced glioma cell prolif-

eration, invasion, and migration. Further analysis showed that the decrease in Bit1 expres-

sions led to malignancy proliferation and anoikis resistance through activation of the IL-6/

STAT3 signaling pathway.

Conclusion: Our data suggested that Bit1 may play an anti-oncogenic role in glioma cells

and that a decrease in its expressions might induce glioma cell proliferation, migration, and

invasion through the IL-6/STAT3 signaling pathway.

Keywords: glioma, anoikis, Bcl-2 inhibitor of transcription 1, IL-6/STAT3 signaling

pathway

Introduction
Gliomas account for about 80% of all intracranial malignancies and are the most

commonly encountered primary intracranial tumors.1–3 Several methods have been

used to treat gliomas throughout the years with little effects on their high recur-

rence rate prognosis poor. The 5-year survival rate of high-grade gliomas such as

GBM is only 5%.4,5 Therefore, understanding their molecular mechanisms might

hold the key to new and more effective therapeutic methods. Bcl-2, an inhibitor of

transcription (Bit1), is a mitochondrial protein crucial for cell-detachment-induced

apoptosis or anoikis. Its gene is located on locus 17q23.2, which encodes for the

protein 179aa.6 It has been demonstrated that the cytoplasmic concentration of Bit1

rapidly increases after the loss of cell adhesion, therefore, leading to anoikis.7

Previous studies have shown that Bit1 is closely related to the occurrence and

development of tumors and plays an anti-oncogenic or oncogenic role depending

on the nature of the malignancy. Indeed, studies have shown that it plays an anti-

oncogenic role in non-small cell lung cancer, invasive breast cancer, and malignant

melanoma, with such patients having significantly lower Bit1 expressions.8–10
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While patients with esophageal, oral, and ovarian cancers

have significantly higher Bit1 expressions, further exacer-

bating their condition.11,12 Unfortunately, to date, there

are no reports on the role of Bit1 in the pathogenic

processes of gliomas.Previous studies indicated that the

IL-6/STAT3 signaling pathway plays a crucial role in

gliomas.13–17 Its activation enhances the anti-anoikis

properties of tumor cells, which in turn leads to ancho-

rage-independent tumor growth.18–20 The present study

examined Bit1 expressions in glioma tissues, and cells,

and studied its impact on their biological activities such as

cell proliferation, invasion, and migration. It not only

aimed to investigate the connection between Bit1 and

the IL-6/STAT3 signaling pathway in gliomas, but also

its role in their biological processes as well as the under-

lying molecular mechanisms.

Materials and Methods
Tissue Samples
Different grade glioma specimens (WHO-II, n = 5;WHO-III,

n = 5; WHO-IV, n = 5) and control brain tissues (from

patients with cerebral lacerations, n = 5) were obtained

from the neurosurgical department of the First Affiliated

Hospital of Zhengzhou University, from September 2016 to

September 2017. All samples underwent checking and con-

firmation through pathology. Tissue specimens were stored at

- 80°C. Informed consent was obtained from all involved

subjects or their guardians. Our research was approved by the

independent ethics committee of the First Affiliated Hospital

of Zhengzhou University, Henan, China and was in accor-

dance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Cell Lines and Culture
Human glial cell lineHEB and human glioma cell lines (U251,

U87, SHG44, LN229, and A172) were purchased from the

Cancer Cell Bank of the Chinese Academy of Sciences

(Shanghai, China). All cell lines contained 10% FBS (Gibco;

Thermo Fisher Science, Inc.), 50U/mL penicillin, and

50µg/mL streptomycin in DMEM (Gibco; Thermo Fisher

Science, Inc., USA) medium. Cells were cultured in 37°C

high humidity incubator with a 5% CO2 saturation. Bit1

shRNA and control shRNA plasmids were synthesized and

sequenced byWuhan Buffer Biotechnology Services Co., Ltd.

Western Blotting
The total protein was extracted by RIPA (Beyotime, Shanghai,

China). BCA kit (Beyotime, Shanghai, China) was used to

determine the protein concentration. Denatured protein sam-

ples were separated by SDS-PAGE and transferred to a PVDF

membrane (BD Pharmingen Corp, CA, USA). The PVDF

membrane was then blocked (blocking solution: 5% skimmed

milk powder) for one hour at room temperature and incubated

overnight on a shaker with the primary antibody (anti-Bit1

(1:1,1000), IL-6 (1:1,2000), IL-6R (1:1,1000), STAT3

(1:1,1000), p-STAT3 (1:1,1000) and β-actin (1:500)) at

4°C. The membrane was later labeled with a secondary anti-

body (1:1000 dilution), washed, and visualized. Quantity One

software was used for gray value analysis. All experiments

were repeated three times.

Real-Time PCR
cDNA was synthesized by a reverse transcriptase kit after

total RNA extraction (Trizol, Aidlab, Beijing, China). Real-

time reverse transcription RT-PCR was performed per the

manufacturer instructions (SYBR Green PCR Master Mix,

Vazyme, Nanjing, China) using ABI Prism 7500 sequence

detection system (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA).

The primers sequences are shown in Table 1. The process

consisted of an initial denaturation cycle (95°C, 10 mins) and

50 annealing and extension cycles (95°C, 15 seconds; 60°C,

1 min; 72°C 40 seconds). The relative expression of each

gene was calculated with β-actinas the internal control.

Bit1 Silencing
Three interference sequences were designed, synthesized,

and cloned into pLVX-shRNA2-Puro vectors from the

Bit1 gene mRNA sequence provided by GenBank. The

recombinant pLVx-shRNA2-puro-Bit1 vector was deter-

mined to be the high yield sequence and was therefore

used as the lentivirus packaging vector.

Table 1 Primer Sequences for RT-PCR

Genes Primer Sequences

Bit1 F 5’-TGGCTCATCCCAGTACACTC −3’

R 5’-ATCTTGTACTCCCCGCTGTC-3’

IL-6 F 5’-GGTCCAGTTGCCTTCTCCC-3’

R 5’-GTGCCTCTTTGCTGCTTTC −3’

IL-6R F 5’-GTTGTTTGTGAGTGGGGTCC −3’

R 5’-CGACGCACATGGACACTATG-3’

STAT3 F 5’-CCTTTGGAACGAAGGGTACA −3’

R 5’-CGGACTGGATCTGGGTCTTA-3’

β-actin F 5’-AGCGAGCATCCCCCAAAGTT −3’

R 5’-GGGCACGAAGGCTCATCATT −3’
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U87/Bit1shRNA cells were screened in a complete

medium containing 1µg/mL puromycin after 24 hrs of

transfection with viral supernatant to differentiate stably

transfected cells. Meanwhile, U87/control shRNA cells

were used as negative control.

MTT Assay
MTT assay was used to detect cell proliferation. Growth

phase cells were inoculated (1 *104 cells/well) in 96-well

plates and cultured overnight at 37°C. Cells were then

cultured in an incubator at 37°C, and 5% CO2 for

one day, two days, three days, four days, five days, and six

days. 1µL MTT was added to each well and left for four

more hours at 37°C. The culture medium was then dis-

carded, and 150 µL DMSO was added to each well (incuba-

tion period of 10 min). MTT ELISA was used to measure

OD values (568 nm).

Transwell Migration and Invasion Assays
Cells were digested by trypsin and suspended in serum-free

DMEM medium. The suspended solution was transferred

in a Matrigel-coated Transwell upper chamber (BD

Biosciences), while a DMEM containing 10% FBS was

added to the lower chamber. Cells were cultured afterward

in a 5% CO2 incubator at 37°C for 24 hrs. The subsequent

culture was then fixed in 70% cold ethanol solution and

stained with 0.5% crystal violet dye after PBS cleaning.

Finally, the stained cells were visualized for image acquisi-

tion. The aggregate of 5 counts was used to estimate cells’

invasive ability (200-fold). The Transwell migration test

was similar to the invasion test except that the upper cham-

ber was not coated with Matrigel. All experiments were

repeated three times.

Flow Cytometry Analysis
An AnnexinV-APC/7-AAD cell apoptosis detection kit

(Nanjing Kaiji Biology, KGA1026) was used to detect

cell apoptosis. The procedure was as follows: cells were

digested by EDTA free trypsin and centrifuged. The super-

natant was then discarded, and the PBS washed cells pre-

cooled at 4°C. The binding buffer suspended cells were

then added to the flow tube along with 5µL ANNEXIV-

APC and 5µL 7-AAD, respectively. The final solution was

shielded from light exposure and left to react at room

temperature for 5–15 mins. Flow cytometry was used to

assess apoptosis in each group.

TUNEL Assay
TUNEL cell apoptosis detection kit (Roche Applied Science)

was used to detect cell apoptosis per the manufacturers’

instruction. Paraffin-embedded tissue sections were obtained

from subcutaneous tumors and dewaxed. TUNEL staining

was performed after protease K (20µg/mL) reaction. Tissue

samples were then immersed in DAPI (1:30, Beyotime

Biotechnology, China) solution for nuclear staining.

Relevant images (microscope, Olympus, Fluoview 1000,

Tokyo, Japan) and data were acquired and analyzed. The

apoptotic rate was determined as the ratio of positive cells

to that of all visualized cells.

In vivo Experimentation
Female BALB/c nude mice (6–7 weeks old) were purchased

from Hunan Relaxation Laboratory Animal Co., Ltd and

randomly divided into two groups of 6 mice each. The two

groups were labeled as control shRNA group and

Bit1shRNA group. Control shRNA cells (5*106) or

Bit1shRNA cells (5*106) were injected subcutaneously

into the right axilla of nude mice, depending on their group.

The day of injection was marked as day 0. Tumor sizes were

measured with a vernier caliper and subsequent data recorded

starting from day 1. All subjects were sacrificed after 28

days. All procedures, which complied with the NIH guide-

lines for the care and use of laboratory animals, were

approved by the Animal Care and Use Committees of the

First Affiliated Hospital of Zhengzhou University.

Statistical Analysis
Prism 6.0 software (GraphPad Software, SanDiego, CA,

USA) was used for statistical analysis. All experiments

were performed at least three times. Final data were

expressed as means ± SEM. A P value of < 0.05 was

considered statistically significant.

Results
Expression of Bit1 and IL-6 in Glioma

Tissues
The expressions of Bit1 and IL-6 in various grade glioma

tissues were determined by Western blot and Real-Time

PCR. The analyses indicated significantly lower Bit1

mRNA and protein levels in glioma tissues compared to

the control. Additionally, this tendency is negatively cor-

related with the WHO grade (P < 0.05) (Figure 1A, D,

and E). These findings suggest that a decrease in Bit1

expressions might be closely related to the degree of
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glioma malignancy. Analysis of IL-6 expressions not only

showed that compared to control brain tissues, glioma

tissues have higher IL-6 levels but also that IL-6 expres-

sion might be positively correlated with glioma grades

(Figure 1B, D, and F). The results also showed

a negative correlation between Bit1 and IL-6 expressions

in control brain tissues as well as in different grade glio-

mas (Figure 1C).

Expression of Bit1 in Glioma Cell Lines
The results showed that Bit1 mRNA and protein expres-

sions are significantly lower in glioma cell lines as

compared to those in normal glial cell lines (p < 0.05)

(Figure 2A–C). Additional analysis also indicated sig-

nificant variations in Bit1 expression among glioma

cells depending on their lines, with U87 cells having

a relatively higher Bit1 expression. Consequently, U87

cells were chosen for the assessment of Bit1 effects on

the biological processes of glioma tissues.

Transfection Efficiency Evaluation and Bit1

Silencing
Various groups of U87 cell lines with stably transfected

plasmids were established.

The fluorescence microscopy indicated a transfection

efficiency of over 90%, and almost all the cells expressed

GFP. Bit1 shRNA and control shRNA expressing U87 cell

lines were established (Figure 2D). Western blot results

showed that Bit1 expression in the Bit1 shRNA group was

significantly lower than the control shRNA group and the

blank group (p < 0.01). No significant differences in Bit1

expressions between the control shRNA group and the

blank group were observed (p > 0.05) (Figure 3A

and B). These results were further confirmed by Real-

Time PCR (p<0.01) (Figure 3C).

Bit1 Silencing Enhances Cell Proliferation,

Migration, and Invasion in U87 Cells
MTT, Transwell invasion, and migration tests were

used to study the effects of Bit1 silencing on U87

cell proliferation, migration, and invasion. The MTT

test results showed that compared to the blank or the

control shRNA groups, U87 cells in the Bit1shRNA

group exhibited enhanced proliferative abilities on the

2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th days of the experiment

(p < 0.05). No significant differences between the

blank and the control shRNA groups were observed

(p > 0.05) (Figure 3D). Additionally, the Transwell

invasion and migration test results also showed that
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cells in the Bit1shRNA group had enhanced invasive

and migratory abilities compared to their blank or

control shRNA counterparts (p < 0.01). There were

no significant differences between the blank and the

Control shRNA groups (p > 0.05) (Figure 3E–G).

Bit1 Silencing Increases IL-6, IL-6R, and

p-STAT3 Levels in U87 Cells
The quantification analysis of IL-6, IL-6R, STAT3, and

p-STAT3 expressions after Bit1 silencing showed that

the Bit1 shRNA group had significantly higher IL-6,

IL-6R, and p-STAT3 protein expressions than the con-

trol shRNA group (p < 0.01). However, no significant

difference in STAT3 protein levels was seen between

groups (Figure 4B–D). These findings were further

confirmed by the Real-Time PCR results (p<0.01

(Figure 4A). Consequently, anoikis resistance might

be the product of Bit1-induced activation of the IL-6/

STAT3 signaling pathway in glioma tissues.

Suppressing the IL-6/STAT3 Pathway

Enhances Anoikis in Gliomas
Corylifol A, a member of the isoflavone subclass, has been

shown to possess specific inhibitory effects on IL-6-induced

activation and phosphorylation of STAT3, thereby blocking

the IL-6/STAT3 signaling pathway. In this study, 10μm of

Corylifol A was used to treat Bit1shRNA cells and control

shRNA cells for 40 mins. Apoptosis-related changes,

changes in migratory and invasive abilities of U87 cells, as

well as, mRNAs and protein levels were assessed by flow

cytometry, Transwell invasion, and migration tests, real-

Time PCR, andWestern blot, respectively. The flow cytome-

try results showed that Bit1shRNA cells had significantly

lower apoptotic rates than the control shRNA cells (p < 0.01).
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This result further confirmed that Bit1 could promote anoikis

in glioma cells. The results also showed that Bit1shRNA and

control shRNA cells had significantly higher post-Corylifol

A apoptotic rates compared to their pre-Corylifol A rates

(p < 0.01) (Figure 5A and B). Additionally, the Transwell

invasion and migration test results indicated that the

Corylifol A significantly reduced Bit1shRNA and control

shRNA cells’ invasive and migratory abilities (p < 0.05)

(Figure 5C–F). Moreover, the Western blot results showed

that Corylifol A significantly suppressed p-STAT3 protein

expressions (p < 0.01), while the expressions of IL-6, IL-6R,

and STAT3 proteins did not significantly differ (p > 0.05)

(Figure 4B–D). These results were further confirmed by RT-

PCR (Figure 4A).

Bit1 Silencing Enhances Tumorigenesis in

U87 Xenograft Nude Mice
For the assessment of Bit1 silencing effects on tumor

growth, nude mice were randomly divided into two groups

of 6 subjects each. Control shRNA and Bit1 shRNA cells
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were implanted into their right axilla depending on their

assigned group. The results showed that the Bit1 shRNA

group exhibited significantly enhanced tumor growth

compared to the control shRNA group (Figure 6A

and B). Therefore, indicating that Bit1 silencing could

promote tumor growth in xenotransplanted nude mice.
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Bit1 Silencing Increases IL-6, IL-6R, and

p-STAT3 Levels as Well as Suppresses Cell

Apoptosis in U87 Xenograft Nude Mice
To further study the effects of Bit1 silencing on IL-6, IL-6R,

STAT3, and p-STAT3 expressions, tumor tissues of

xenotransplanted nude mice were analyzed by Western blot,

Real-Time PCR, and TUNEL tests. The Western blot results

indicated that mice in the Bit1shRNA group had significantly

higher IL-6, IL-6R, and p-STAT3 protein levels than those in

the control shRNA group (p < 0.05). STAT3 protein levels
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remained similar in both groups (Figure 7A–C). TheReal-time

PCR results were consistent with those of Western blot

(Figure 6E). Additionally, the TUNEL tests indicated that

tumor tissues from the Bit1 shRNA group exhibited signifi-

cantly lower apoptotic abilities compared to the control

shRNA group tissues (p < 0.05) (Figure 6C and D).

Discussion
The mitochondrial protein Bit1 is usually located within the

mitochondria. It is released in the cytoplasm upon loss of cell

adhesion and binds to the amino-terminal enhancer of split

(AES), leading to a caspase-independent apoptosis.21 Previous

studies have shown that tissues from malignant melanoma,

invasive breast cancer, and non-small cell lung cancer have

significantly lower Bit1 expressions.8–10 while oral and eso-

phageal cancer tissues have significantly higher Bit1

expressions.11,12 This shows that although the gene encoding

the Bit1 protein is highly conservative, its expression is extre-

mely dependent on the nature of encountered malignancy.

This study results showed that glioma tissues had significantly

lower Bit1 expressions and that this decrease is negatively

correlated with the glioma grade (P < 0.05), suggesting that

Bit1 might play an anti-oncogenic role in gliomas.

Studies have shown that Bit1 is deeply connected with

the occurrence and development of tumors and that it can

positively or negatively regulate tumor progression depend-

ing on the circumstances. However, the specific mechan-

isms tying Bit1 to anoikis are currently unclear. Previous

studies performed on non-small cell lung cancer samples

showed that Bit1 played an anti-oncogenic role by promot-

ing cancer cell apoptosis. They also indicated that

a decrease in Bit1 expressions resulted in a significant

increase in A549 cells proliferation.22 Contrarily, another

study done by Fan et al on esophageal squamous cell carci-

noma concluded that Bit1 promoted tumor proliferation and

that a decrease in Bit1 expressions significantly increased

EC9706 and TE1 cells apoptotic rates.11 In light of these

heterogeneous findings, we used flow cytometry, MTT, and

xenografted nude mice to assess the effects of Bit1 and Bit1
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silencing on the anoikis process and glioma cell growth.

The results indicated that Bit1 silencing significantly sup-

pressed apoptosis and promoted the proliferation of U87

cells. These findings suggested that Bit1 might play an anti-

oncogenic role in gliomas and that a reduction in its expres-

sion can significantly promote malignant proliferation.

The anoikis process is an essential mechanism for normal

cell functions and plays a key role in preventingmetastasis and

local infiltration. Studies have found that cancer cells can

become resistant to anoikis under certain conditions and can

subsequently acquire anchorage-independent growth

abilities.7,23,24 Previous studies have shown that anoikis resis-

tant glioma cells, coupled with their high invasiveness, are the

main reason for adjacent brain parenchyma infiltration and

poor patients’ prognosis.25,26 This study findings, consistent

with the study performed byKarmali et al, showed that glioma

U87 cells invasion and migration rates increased significantly

after Bit1 silencing.10 Interestingly, Xiao et al, in their study of

oral squamous cell carcinoma, found that the upregulation of

Bit1 expressions significantly enhanced Tca8113 cell invasive

and migratory abilities.12 Thus, Bit1 might play an important,

type-dependent role in cell invasion and migration.

To date, several signaling pathways such, as the ERK/

MAPK, the NF-kB, the integrin-mediated, and the FAK-

paxillin, have been connected to the regulatory mechanisms

of Bit1 on tumorigenesis.9,11,27 Therefore, understanding Bit1

functions and the underlying mechanisms in gliomas might

represent a new avenue for treatment. A growing number of

studies have shown that interleukin-6 (IL-6) expression is upre-

gulated in the presence of tumors and that its increase not only

mediated immune responses but also played a key role in tumor

growth.28,29 The JAK/STAT3 signaling pathway is an IL-6

regulated pathway. IL-6 induces STAT3 activation and phos-

phorylation through its receptor IL-6R. The abnormally acti-

vated STAT3 then inhibits cancer cells apoptosis by regulating

the activation of downstream cyclin Dl, Bcl-xl, survivin, and

other genes, therefore enabling their anchorage-independent

growth abilities.30–34 Anchorage-independent growth is closely

related to anoikis resistance and plays a crucial role in adjacent

tissue infiltration and distant metastasis.

Researches have demonstrated that IL-6/STAT3 signaling

pathway activation in melanoma, pancreatic cancer, and hepa-

tocellular carcinoma cells enhances their anti-anoikis activities,

further accelerating tumor growth or metastasis.18–20

Consequently, this establishes the key role of the IL-6/STAT3

signaling pathway in the development of anoikis resistance.

This study showed that Bit1 expressions are negatively corre-

lated with IL-6 expressions in glioma tissues. Additionally, it

indicated that Bit1 silencing can significantly upregulate IL-6,

IL-6R, and p-STAT3 expressions in U87 cells and that

Corylifol A is effective in limiting Bit1shRNA cells’ prolifera-

tion, invasion, and migration. In summary, the current findings

suggested that a decrease in Bit1 expressions can lead to the

activation of the IL-6/STAT3 signaling pathway, which further

promotes glioma cell proliferation, invasion, and migration.

However, the precise mechanisms of Bit1 silencing-induced

IL-6/STAT3 signaling pathway activation and regulation still

need further study.

Conclusions
This study showed that Bit1 enhances anoikis and plays an

anti-oncogenic role in glioma cells. It also indicated that

a decrease in its expression leads to the activation of the

IL-6/STAT3 signaling pathway, further promoting glioma

cell proliferation, invasion, and migration. Therefore, our

findings pave a new avenue to understanding Bit1 role in

the pathogenesis of gliomas.
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